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1. Lounsbury, Warren C., Boulanger, Norman: THEATRE BACKSTAGE FROM A TO Z  
   1989 - 1 copy - cloth only - Third edition, revised & expanded.

2. Jonaitis, Aldona:  
   ART OF THE NORTHERN TLINGIT  
   1989 - 1 copy - first paperback edition  
   Copublication with Douglas & McIntyre

3. Wyatt, Victoria:  
   IMAGES FROM THE INSIDE PASSAGE: AN ALASKAN PORTRAIT BY WINTER AND POND  
   1989 - 1 copy each - cloth and paper - first printing  
   Copublication with Alaska State Library, Juneau

4. Garfield, Viola E., & Forrest, Linn A.:  
   THE WOLF AND THE RAVEN: TOTEM POLES OF SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA  
   1989 - 1 copy - paper only - 14th printing

5. Krämer, Gudrun:  
   THE JEWS IN MODERN EGYPT, 1914-1952  
   1989 - cloth only - first printing

Box # 109 - University Books - November 15, 1989 (cont.)

6. McGregor, Alexander Campbell:  
   COUNTING SHEEP: FROM OPEN RANGE TO AGIBUSINESS ON THE COLUMBIA PLATEAU  
   1989 - 1 copy - 1st paperback edition

7. Yu, Feian, (trans. by Jerome Silbergeld & Amy McNair  
   CHINESE PAINTING COLORS: STUDIES OF THEIR PREPARATION AND APPLICATION IN TRADITIONAL AND MODERN TIMES  
   1988 - 1 copy - cloth only - first printing  
   Copublication with Hong Kong University Press

8. Krech, Shepard, III:  
   A VICTORIAN EARL IN THE ARTIC: THE TRAVELS AND COLLECTIONS OF THE  
   FIFTH EARL OF LONSDALE 1888-89  
   1989 - 1 copy - cloth only - 1st printing

9. Duncan, Kate C.:  
   NORTHERN ATHAPASKAN ART: A BEADWORK TRADITION  
   1989 - 1 Copy - cloth only - first printing

10. Anderson, Martha G., & Kreamer, Christine Mullen; (ed. Enid Schildkrout):  
    WILD SPIRITS STRONG MEDICINE: AFRICAN ART IN THE WILDERNESS  
    1989 - 1 copy - cloth only - first printing  
    Copublication with The Center for African Art
11. Woodruff, John:
   CHINA IN SEARCH OF ITS FUTURE: YEARS OF GREAT REFORM, 1982-1987
   1989 - 2 copies - cloth - first and second printings

12. Wong, Jade Snow:
   FIFTH CHINESE DAUGHTER
   1989 - 1 copy - paperback (only) reprint - UW first printing

13. Seeberger, Edward D.:
   SINE DIE: A GUIDE TO THE WASHINGTON STATE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
   1989 - 1 copy - paper only - first printing
   Distributed for the Institute for Public Policy and Management and the
   Graduate School of Public Affairs

14. Sone, Monica:
   NISEI DAUGHTER
   1989 - 1 copy - paper only - 5th printing

15. Uchida, Yoshiko:
   DESERT EXILE: THE UPROOTING OF A JAPANESE-AMERICAN FAMILY
   1989 - 1 copy - paper only - 3rd printing
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